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I grew up hearing about 
watermarks but probably not the 
ones you are thinking about. My 
father was a stamp collector and 
watermarks found on stamps 
were a big deal. He had a 
magnifying glass always at the 
ready to search for those elusive 
marks. Fast forward fifty or more 
years and stamp enthusiasts still 
look for letters printed on top of 
a postage stamp. The rest of us 
think of watermarks as those 
sometimes intrusive letters 
appearing on top of an image to 
be found on the web. They 
usually have the photographer’s 
name and copyright statement 
such as Susan E L Lake ©2020. 
Sometimes these are done in a 
script format to make them 
appear more like a signature. 
Sometimes they are similar to 
logos.


So what purpose does this 
serve? Will it mean no one can 
“steal” my images? Kind of silly if 
you think about it since copying 
any photograph posted on the 
web particularly social media 
sites like Facebook or Instagram 
is pretty simple. If it’s placed 
discretely along a side, the 
watermark can easily be cropped 
away. To make this more difficult 
I can splash the words across 
the whole picture but then the 
image loses most of its visual 
appeal. And with tools such as 
photoshop, it can be eradicated 
with ease no matter where it is. 


So why do I it? 


I know from my own experience that I have come across images that I’d love to use in some 
professional work I’ve done, but I could NOT find the name of the photographer or how to 
contact that person. Without that permission (which would have included a payment to the 
creator), I was not allowed to use the picture. Bummer. With my hopefully discrete watermark 

It would be easy enough for someone to remove my information from this 
Hawaiian skyline.

I have included a watermark on this Hawaiian skyline by night image for several 
reasons.
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visible, I could be “found.” The 
knowledgeable among my readers know that 
I can also put much more detailed 
information in my metadata, but that’s a 
whole ‘nother discussion.

The other reason I do it is for my own 
information. Because I watermark with a 
copyright date (not really required for legal 
purposes), I can easily see when I took the 
photograph. I know I can always go into the 
information embedded in the image, but this 
is a quick and easy way. It also means that if 
I modify the image changing its creation date 
(which does sometime happen), I have the 
original date as a reminder. I've thought 
about adding the location to my text, but so 
far haven't done that.


In addition, as I travel with friends who are 
also fine photographers, I sometimes ask for a 
copy of a photograph that I might not have been 
able to take myself. I make a point of putting 
THEIR name on the image to remind myself that I 
did not take this picture and to give credit where 
it’s due.


So how do I do this bit of magic? Lots of ways. 
The first thing is to realize that the cool © symbol 
isn’t on my keyboard (or probably yours either). 
There are any number of ways to do that and I 
have to admit that I forget the shortcut so I do a 
google search for “how to make copyright symbol 
on mac [pc if that’s your system] or ipad” and up 
will pop step by step instructions.


Just so you don’t have to do a search this time, here a some of the ways:

On a mac, press and hold the option key and then press the g key.

On a PC, press and hold the alt key while typing 0169.


On an apple device such as an iPad or iPhone, use the emoji shortcut on your keyboard (it will 
look like a smiley face). Then tap the !?# button at the bottom of the screen and slide the 
keyboard to the left until you find the symbol. Click to insert it. 

Fine, but that doesn’t get the text onto my image. That’s when it becomes a sticky wicket 
because there are countless ways to do this. Some are free; some aren’t. I’m always inclined to 
do free or inexpensive.


If I’m on my ipad/iphone, I use a slick little app called Marksta which currently costs $1.99. It 
lets me create my text and place it wherever I want adjusting the size and angle. I then save 
that version so my original is untouched. I like the control it gives me and prefer it over my 
other options. In years past, I had an editing app that I loved, but it is no longer available. Not 
only could I edit but also add watermarks. I keep hoping something like that will show up 
again. Meanwhile, there are lots of apps. Do a search for “apps to insert watermarks” and you’ll 
find lots of options. Let me know if you find one you like, maybe I’ll want to change.


On devices such as an ipad, the emoji keyboard makes it easy to 
add symbols such as copyright.

Lightroom makes it easy to automatically add a 
watermark as you export an image.

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/marksta/id589118011


If I’m on my mac, I use the export function in 
Lightroom with the option to insert a watermark. 
This is does NOT fall into the free or inexpensive 
category, but since I have it, it’s a good option for 
me. 


For those who want the cheap route and who have 
a Mac, the preview app works well. Open the image 
in Preview, from the Tools menu select Annotate 
and then Text. A box with the word “text” will 
appear superimposed on your image. When you 
begin to type, “text” will disappear to be replaced 
with your words. Using the A on the selection 
choices above your image will let you select size, 
color, and type font. You can then move the text box 
wherever you want it.  I understand PCs will let you 
do something similar.


And that’s your “lesson” for the day. Give it a try. Let me know if you run into a glitch. Email me 
at photographer@susanlake.net with anything you need to know.
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Marksta isn't the only way to easily insert a watermark on an ipad, 
but it's the one I use.

The Apple Preview app has editing options that let you add 
text to "over" your image.

Preview lets you choose the type face, size, and color 
for your text.
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